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15 Bars Pump 15 Bars Pump –– Driven MachineDriven Machine

UPDATED:  1/14/09UPDATED:  1/14/09
Disclaimer: Features and colors are tentative and subject to chaDisclaimer: Features and colors are tentative and subject to change without notice.nge without notice.

PATENTED DUAL FUNCTION FILTER HOLDERPATENTED DUAL FUNCTION FILTER HOLDER

SELFSELF--PRIMING OPERATION PRIMING OPERATION 
Make your favorite beverage quickly and easily with no Make your favorite beverage quickly and easily with no 
annoying startannoying start--up preparation.up preparation.

STAINLESS STEEL BOILERSTAINLESS STEEL BOILER
Made of durable, highMade of durable, high--quality stainless steel.  You can quality stainless steel.  You can 
count on getting great espresso for years to come.count on getting great espresso for years to come.

TWO SEPARATE THERMOSTATSTWO SEPARATE THERMOSTATS
Water and steam pressure are controlled separately Water and steam pressure are controlled separately 
so you can make espresso or cappuccino at the perfect so you can make espresso or cappuccino at the perfect 
temperature for both.temperature for both.

ADJUSTABLE STEAM EMISSION ADJUSTABLE STEAM EMISSION 
for making cappuccino.for making cappuccino.

ON/OFF SWITCH WITH INDICATOR LIGHTON/OFF SWITCH WITH INDICATOR LIGHT
Allows for easy operation.Allows for easy operation.

3535--OUNCE (1OUNCE (1--LITER) REMOVABLE WATER TANKLITER) REMOVABLE WATER TANK
Now you can fill the tank right at the sink.  Plus, cleaning theNow you can fill the tank right at the sink.  Plus, cleaning the tank has never been easier.tank has never been easier.

REMOVABLE DRIP TRAYREMOVABLE DRIP TRAY
Cleaning up is hassleCleaning up is hassle--free.  Just remove the tray, rinse and replace.free.  Just remove the tray, rinse and replace.

Accommodates two separate attachments.  Accommodates two separate attachments.  

The Patented The Patented SempreSempre Crema Filter, used with two Crema Filter, used with two 
measures of ground coffee, enhances the brewing measures of ground coffee, enhances the brewing 

process to produce a perfect crema.  process to produce a perfect crema.  
Distinguished by its caramel color, the crema is Distinguished by its caramel color, the crema is 

the essence of authentic espresso.  the essence of authentic espresso.  

The E.S.E. (Easy Serving Espresso) Filter, used with The E.S.E. (Easy Serving Espresso) Filter, used with 
pods or one measure of ground coffee, makes pods or one measure of ground coffee, makes 
espresso  preparation simple and convenient.espresso  preparation simple and convenient.

Makes cappuccino, latte or Makes cappuccino, latte or 
any other frothy milk any other frothy milk 

beverage with ease.beverage with ease.
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